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SO DELINQUENT TAXPAYERS MAY KNOW

12,

",
SO

THE NOMINEES

NO. 4

THAT THE

PEOPLE

MAY

KNOW

"Here's to the man that invented in its columns? No, you have not
For President
May Know yourself to a post and invite your
So Delinquent Taxpayers
Ingersoll watch; he had brains. and you will not. Why does not this
on
the
out
wear
E.
it
HUGHES
to
CHARLES
children
wife
and
1916.
5,
October
M.,
Raton, N.
And
to
here's to the nameless quill push- Oklahoma jimmycrat give you the fig
enough
sense
having
not
you
for
For
The Hon. Thos. S. Snyder, Clayton,
er of the Clayton Citizen; may he live ures ? Why does he not explain to you
family to
the
of
interests
protect
the
FAIRBANKS
CHARLES
,
New Mexico.
a thousand years so that after dissolu- why it was that in the year 1914, when
which you are a gleaming disgrace.
For Presidential Elector!
Dear Captain:
pubtion his cranial vacuum may reveal the Citizen forced a show down on
tax
list
the
of
true
And
is
what
C. L. HILL, Las Cruces.
I am sending you, today, a copy of lished this year is also true of the tax
bids for county printing, even though
something more than bray and
Clayton.
H.
HAMMOND,
delin
J.
an estimate just received of the
it had to do so in spite of secret sesto that
year.
Prior
published
last
list
JUAN ORTIZ, Santa Fe. .
quent tax list printed in the Clayton time the laws of 1915, respecting such
sions of the boaVd of county commisRocky
canary
Mountain
After
the
1914,
For U. S. Senator
News for the delinquent taxes of
publications, were not in effect. If
that pushes a quill for the Clayton sioners, that the English,
FRANK A HUESELL
Union County.
"official organ got $464.42, while in
you have already paid this unlawful
Citizen had finished braying last week
For Congressman
the year 1912 it got $1160.13; in the
Trusting that you will make such amount demand its return to you.
he was no nearer telling the truth
B. C. HERNANDEZ
year 1913, $818.79; and in the years
settlement as will fully protect the
about
county
in
printing
the
than
telling
Now the Citteen has been
1915 and 1916 up to July 7, $885.29?
Attorney General
county's interest, I beg to remain,
For
previous articles. The Swastika ob
you the truth about this matter as
Yours very truly,
W. CLANCY
FRANK
to
jected
bald
statement
the
that the Nor is there a single penny for pubwell as other matters of vast concern
O. L. Phillips.
lishing delinquent tax lists included
For Governor
commissioners had allowed the News
to you. It has told you the truth about
HOLM O. BURSUM
P. S. This covers four pages. I assume tax sale certificates and we are going
something over $5,000 for publishing in the above amounts. These amounts
up $3334.63 and of this amount
it is the entire publication. If there to show you that we have the same authe commissioner's proceedings and foot
For Lietenant Governor
$1,038.45
is marked under the column
was more advise me.".
delinquent tax list. The Citizen calls
W. E. LINDSEY
thority to bear us out. This we shall
of "For What Service" "Publishing.
to
job
the
attention
fact
the
that
Now, Mr. Delinquent Taxpayer, you do next week.
For Justice Supreme Court
prining for the county superintendent Com. Min. etc." while $2,014.78 is
can see that the "FACTS" which the
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS
Oklahoindeed,
this
in the same column,
mess,
pretty
A
"Pub.
sup
"carefully
so
is itemized separately. We give the marked
been
has
r.itizen
For Secretary of State
vom
ma-bossed
has
Com. Min." alone and one amount,
jimmyocracy
fruit
bear
to
quill
Citizen
of
driver
the
credit
for
pressing" are beginning
GILBERTO MIRABAL
namely, $281.40 is marked "Printing"'
ited upon Union county, isn't it- - The
enough brains to distingush the fact
can't you?
alone. Why doesn't the Oklahoma
For Corporation Commissioner- Citizen has also told you the truth
that each any every other office in the
The above from the district attor about the Droflitrate nrodigality of
MALAQUIÁS MARTINEZ
jimmycrat tell the people how much
court
house
board
some
printing
has
used
ney's office is due notice to the
of this money is for this or that injimmycratic board of county com- -'
the
For
State
Auditor
and evidently this printing is includof Union
nf ponntv commissioners
in reckless expenditures of
stead of vomiting Insipient vapidty
missioners
G. SARGENT
W.
paid
will
charged
in
ed
prosum
the
for
as
county that the people's treasury
expenditures
upon its limited readers. Nor have
money;
the
people's
the
For State Treasurer
ceedings and tax list. Even a genus
not be invaded in the payment of fla of your road money; "executive" seswe given all the English
"of
GREGORY
PAGE
homo of the common garden variety
grantly illegal amounts for the publi- sions for the purpose of evading plain
ficial organ" got. There are other
fool
out
of
can
back
search
the
animus
tax
Superintendent
delinquent
For
Schools
of
cation of at least one
provisions of the law; failures to comamounts marked "job work" that are
of the Citizen's article. Being hungry
J. H. WAGNER
list that does not conform to law. Last ply with the election laws thereby purnot included in the above and it is pure
he
naturally
brays
a
the
for
stall
the
at
complained
that
For Land Commissioner
year the Citizen
posely disfranchising voters in this
to say that "etc" in the
public crib. AH Rock Mountain can- assumption
R. P. ERVIEN
law was not being complied with in county; and that is why the Citizen is
above is for job work. It may mean
in
particular.
are
aries
alike
this
"So
delinquent
the matter of publishing
MexFor District Attorney
not loved by the Oklahoma-Nesomething else just as well and who,
the people may know!" Don't make
tax lists since the law of 1915 respect- ico miscegenation of jimmycrats.
ORIE L. PHILLIPS
but the Oklahoma jimmycrat, the jim
laugh,
us
have
we
and
a
Oswald;
cracked
ing such publications was passed;
myocracy of whose like is being sent
These are its only enemies and we are
lip. During the past few months the
it has been pounding away on this proud of them. Wc have never lost
v
to its everlasting oblivion in OklahoCOUNTY
TICKET
Citizen
has suppressed news concern
line at various times ever since. Now a friend we needed nor gained one we
ma by republicans and socialists, is
ing all the crimes in the category be'
it has come to a "show down" so far did not need and the Citizen will conFor Senator- to assume this or that just for
cause of reasons best known to them going
as your county treasury is concerned, tinue to tell you the truth. Here is
BRANSON
F.
J.
the
benefit
of the jimmycratic gang
selves. "So the people may know!"
but how is it going to work in your in- another fact you may digest. Had the
Oklahoma-bosse- d
of
jimmyocracy in
For Representatives
Shade of Diogones!
Judas Iscariot
dividual case.
same conditions prevailed throughout
Union county? No wonder "So the
B." MOORE
FRED
30
betrayed
his
of
Lord
pieces
for
sil
people may know!" is a wasp, under
Is the county now to speculate up- - the four and a half years of the ad- MALAQUIAS BACA
ver and so has. the Citizen betrayed
on yov individually by demanding mnstration that the Citizen forced
the shirt of jimmyocracy, that stings
Commissioners
people
the
is
For
so
of
the
it
cause
inter
losing its
from you individually the unlawful n county printing in the year 1914, al- It is not
1st MORRIS JOHNSON
"stei in by suppressing facts every without
amounts shown in such publication as tnoUgh it had to force over an "exe- the record of the republican party, nor
issue
MARTINEZ
2nd
since
T.
campaign
in
the
started;
costs of advertising unlawful "de- - cutve session," the county would have
3rd MANUEL" MARTINEZ
fact a perusal of any issue of the Cit the socialist party, nor any other
"of- scriptions inserted?" Have you al- - Baved fif244.74 on one
party but the jimmycratic party, enizen will reveal the tact that every
For Sheriff
ready paid it? Who is going to get ficiai organ aione. This is a nice lit-gineered, manned, bossed and ruled
Democrat is a potential criminal and
RAY SUTTON
the benefit of that illegal charge? Is te eft to bestow as patronage to
over by a miscegenation of Oklahoall
Republicans
have rprouted wings,
For Treasurer
jimmyocracy. But
your treasurer still going to demand Oklahoma-ridde- n
ma and New Mexico jimmycrats. Nor
"So the people may know!" Lay on
F. C. FIELD
yet is it the record of the Clayton Citof you. that you pay for from 3 to 30 tng oca not nciude a penny for pub-linMacduff! With the Citizen anything is
of advertising when the law says ( isnng delinquent tax lists, Mr. Tax-yo- u
izen. Nor yet is it the record of demFor
Assessor
legitimate if it leads back to the pork
shall pay for but one? But ac- -, payer, then how much greater would
ocracy. There is a vast difference be.
ANDRES PACHECO
J.
barrel." Des Moines Swastika.
cording to the estimate referred to tne 8avng have been had the last two
tween democracy and jimmyocracy,
For Clerk
Ordinarily we would not permit the but jimmyocracy is in
in the district attorney's communica-- 1 publications been according to law?
the saddle at,
ISIDRO MONTOYA
columns of the Citizen to trespass up present
publica-eac- h
tion above, the average is 1.19 lines to gut n tj,e matter of tax-liand must stand upon its own
For Superintendent
on the attention of our readers by record.
delinquent and that is all the t;0Ilg e jimmycratic administration
If our mild tempered little
II. H. ERRETT
brine'ng to notice such insipient va contemnorarv wnnlrl usa ;to
county is going to pay for. That nas been "caught with the goods" and
piditv as that contained in the aboxe ,ip in telljnjf the
For Probate Judge
would be $0.3427, or about 34 4 cents wju now nave to "stand and deliver."
,e gQme of
from the Swastika We reproduce it truths t 8ays the
FRANCISCO VIGIL
for each delinquent taxpayer. Are you jt would be just as easy to catch it
g canful
ctzen
merely to snow me cnaracter
oi i to suppress it would be perforrv.nr
going to pay the treasurer of Union wtn e other goods and it ought to
,'
For Surveyor
..
.
. .
"FACTS that j.mmyocracy is an- - a 8ervice W0Pth wll
J
,
county all the way from $ 0.C9 to $6.- - be done. Do you want a continuance
A. C. LOVELESS
swering the expose of its profligacy it un8Crew the
1)0 each?
The district attorney has 0f 8UCn administration?
h'rs
If so, just
inscrutabIe
and incompetency with.
... . v., It ..
Nowhere LionDn,u
notified the bourd of county commis- - vote the jimmycratic ticket and you'll
..itj
sioners that the county will not stand Ket t, w"e challenge the present jim powerful official criticism. He did not does this sweet tempered little jim that the News do so. Why shf ild the
mycratic
people!
publication
tell
the
News
for these illegal charges. Are you mycratic administration, the like of leave the
admindemocratic
worry? The board of co.:nty
going to stand for them in your own which Union county never before wit istration any standing room on the why the English publication, accord- commissioners have approved iU b'.lV.
individual case? If you do you are nessed and it is to be hoped will never stage of criticism. His arguments ing to the jimmycratic record, got
Sweet Angel of Light, why no! take
for publishing delinquent tax another look at the company
easy. If it is unlawful for the pnn- - again witness, to a "show down" Bnd and statement of facts are 'absolutely
o red
ter to collect these amounts off the comparison with any administration unanswerable and it is quite certain lists, while the Spanish publication got Ingersoll and take note that it is "hi-- h
only
be$1,521.28 for the same work,
county it is just as unlawful for the Union county has ever had since its that jimmyocracy will not attempt to
time" you get "on the job" and "spot
treasurer to collect them off you in- - organization. You should demand answer them. There was not a par ing a difference of $418.93; nor does the carpet of explanation? The
dividually. The Citizen's voice has 0f jimmycratic candidates a full and agraph in his speech that was not un- it attempt to explain, because it can- campaign is on and the people want
not do so, why such wide differences to know.
been loud in heralding to you these complete explanation of what jimmy animously applauded.
It takes "facts and figures"
"facts of law" and their infringement ocracy has dne to the people of this
Mr.. Lindsey followed with a few occur between these t'vo publications these days to prove things.
Cheap
for a long time and that is the Teason ennnty and what it has done with tbe rous'ng,
trenchant, re- on other classes of printin". These balderdash, buncombe and bombast
the "quill pusher" of the Citizen has more than $88,000.00 dollars it has marks that were punctuated by hearty are truly "great achievements" of the don't buy anything but deserved con
no "brains" from the standpoint of ."Mowed in" of the people's money, applause. He very clearly demon present jimmycratic administration in tempt. And while you are on
the
I
!
Oklahoma-bosse- d
are so carDet of exillinntinn v
jimmyocracy in Un- - Of course you will never get such an strated in the short time he occupied union county; in lacii mey
..m miiib CA
great,
when
in
taken
connection with plain why the jimmycratic
ion county. But you don't object to explanation, but that is no reason why the floor, that in case the mantle of
the Citizen saving you a few dollars you are not entitled to it. Democracy governor should fall upon him it other "great achievements" that the
could "have so much better
do you? When you go to pay your don't look good to Oklahoma jimmy .vould be worn with honor and ability. "resolutions committee" forgot to tell success" in Union county
than in
delinquent tax refuse to pay the un- crats. What has been squandered on vMr. Wagner followed Mr. Lindsey. the people about, that they have ev- Colfax county and why the board
of
ery
other administration, either dem- county commissioners
lawful charge for advertising. If you newspapers is a smsll amount when He fairly electrified the audience with
have ben inocratic
republican,
or
backed
off
the
do not, then go by the saddler's shop "omparel with other profligate expen his eloquence.
Like a Bryan or a
structed to "make such settlement as
administrative map.
on your way home and buy a black-s-'nk- ditures for that is only one item of Bailey he held his audience
d
will fully protect the county's interhorse-whigo home and tie prodigality.
If our sweet tempered little angel est" in the matter of the publication
until every climax was reached, which
vns the end of every sentence, when whose wings sprouted among the of the last delinquent tax list; togetheducational system.vHe stated to the it would break loose in unsubdued ap- clouds that nestle on the bleak of Si- er with a lot of other things that the
THE CONVENTION
ladies present that he hoped the time plause. Although he did not occupy erra Grande, only a short while ao, Citizen hasn't mentioned
yet. Why
The republican county convention would soon come when their presence the floor ton ril; utes, there was not means to he anything but a hopeless don't you just "beat the Citizen to
it?"
met here Wednesday afternoon at 2 at political conventions would be a man in the audience who did not feel jimmycrat, whv does it not tell the Aye, there's the rub! Adiós, Senor Oso'clock and after completing a tern- - more conspicuous and they could be that the interests of the school child- people some of the "facts" it asserts wald Doodlebug!
You just, "Walked
s,
equal in ren in this state would be perfectly the Citizen has been suppressing? right in, and turned right
porary organization listened to the el-- ! addressed as
around, and '
oquenco of Holm O. Bursum, candi- - suffrage with men, and that whatever safe in his hands. He left; the floor Have you seen anything of that kind walked right out again!".- date for governor, W. E. Lindsey, can- - he could do to bring about such an end amid thunderous applauso'
At this point, the convention addidate for lieutenant governor, and J. ' should not be left undone. In this h
Don Malaquias Baca, one of the best
H. Wagner, candidate for state super- - received uproarious applause, showing journed to 7 p. m. and to escort these interpreters in the county, and Don We are very glad to notice "that
intendent of schools.
that the spirit of the convention was candidates to their automobile which Eufracio Gallegos spent most of the the
democrats
Mr. Bursum made the principal overwhelmingly in favor of equal suf was waiting for them at the Hotel
week in the city attending to business are almost a unit in
denouncing
More than three hundred re- matters. They also escorted the Hon.
speech of the afternoon in which he f rage of the sexes. '
handed the political and economic ! With respect to the state adminis publicans followed them to the hotel, Holm O. Bursum! candidate for Gov- the personal attack upon Judge
conditions of the country in a very tration, Mr. Bursum gave only the shook hands with them in parting and ernor and Prof. J. H. Wagner, candi- Toombs made by Serapio Miera
able and dispassionate manner. He facts of official records. He threw no roundly cheered them on their way as date for State School Superintendent in the democratic convention.
outlined what he would do if elected political mud nor virulent animus in they departed for Nara Visa where from the Mosquero country where It's the old story- give a c?'f
governor giving special emphasis to to his speech. He abused no one but they were to speak in the evening. .y they had been delivering addresses,
rope
enough,
etc,
the improvement of road laws and our paid all his opponents respectful, but
(Continued on 5th page)
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THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
GUY
George Larkin was transacting business in Des Moines Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Rowley entertained at dinner Sunday, the families
of II. G. Hardway and R. T. Fenton
of near Grande.
Mrs. Jessie King and son entertained Mrs. Hiram Adkins and George
for dinner Monday.
Alex .Maitien had the misfortune of
getting his well machine broken a:id
had to go to Dos Moines for repairs.
John Richards of East Tennessee
who has been in this vicinity the past
week looking after the interest of his
farm, left Monday for his old home.
Mrs. II. E. Adkins and family en
tertained at dinner Sunday the fnm
ilies of Welson Green and S. S. Han
Ad-ki-

ograph someday and he red ringed
it.
What does someday mean, to you?

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS

"HOP TO IT"
"Bursum says if any little old democratic sheet tells about him burning
the books he'll sue 'em for libel. Hub-be- ll
says if any
of a ra
takes a shot at his rotten record in
Bernalillo county he'll slap the law to
'em stronger than a mustard piaster.
All of which is buncombe. Tho! New
Mexican has invited the pair to "hop
to ft." Naturally the News doesn't
want to be bothered with a Jibcl suit,
but we profeso to publish the officuil
record of these two men. W e owe that
much to our subscribers. And if Hub-bel- l,
Bursum, et al., don't like it they
can "lump it" all in one action."
Clayton News."
The above 3 just about the class of
editorial that might be expected from
a sheet that robbed the taxpayers of
its county out of $2,084.63, so far,
since the present administration went
into office. The Clayton News has
been paid, up to this time, $3,334.63
for publishing the proceedings of the

son.
W. S. Rowley, H. G. Hardway, D. C.
Larkin, Hiram Adkins and John How
ell were county seat visitors Monday.
W. G. Gonser and wife spent Tues
day in Clayton.
Several of our citizens are plan
County Commissioners of Union counning on a trip to Maxwell soon after
ty since January 1st 1912. For this
fruit.
work the law allows not to exceed
R. M. Taylor and family, who re$250.00 per year, which is a liberal
cently left here for Colorado, writes
price for the work. The full legal
friends that they are nicely located allowance for the full five years, the
at Rocky Ford and all have employ present term of office, amounts to
ment.
$1,250.00. The News has therefore,
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Adkins have as
been paid $2,084.63 more than the law
their guests Roy Riehnehl and sister allows, already, and expects to make
of Starkville, Colorado.
other collections at the financial meetHarvests are about through for this ing of the commissioners in October
year in this vicinity, and to tell the and January next. In otner words, it
exact truth the yields for a very large has picked the pockets of every man,
percentage of the crops over a very woman and infant in its county of
large area of this part of the country twenty cents. It has stolen two dimes
of from every one of its political friends
have been only about
normal for grains and for forage in Union county. Has filched a dime
crops from nothing to one-haof nor- and two nickels from every one of its
mal, depending on the style of farm customers and patrons, friends, and
ing done. Grass is cured up fine, and foes alike. Has robbed every baby,
those who have sown wheat are every cripple and every dead man's
quite anxious to see more rain or estate of four nickels, and what is
enow soon.
more, it boasts that it is going to conAll
tinue the nefarious business.
right, if that is Vhat the people of
PATTERSON
' Everyone is busy putting up feed Union county want it is their business,
and if they wish to keep officials in
since the freeze Thursday night.
office who are parties to such thievA. A. McCray took a load of beans ery is also their business, and there
it
to Clayton Wednesday.
is certainly no question but what the
A. D. Barnard and family spent
pickpocket will "hop to it" and get
Sunday with A. D. Buig and family. everything it can pry loose, and the
Jess Beecher is binding corn for A, Record assures it that it is not chargA. McCray.
ing it any part of its stolen cash for
G. W. Bryan moved to Clayton for
this bit of free advertising, which it
the winter.
will relish and not "lump" for it is
Roy Murray is out from Clayton to just what it "likes." State Record.
take care of his crop.
Mr. Bennett and family, Charlie AnTHE DOUBTER
derson and family, and Clinton Funk
Imogene Anthony;
(By
and family of Pennington, spent Sun
whereon I've reached
is
bridge
day with Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Brooks. There a
the keystone, and stand
Jess Crosby and family spent SunI've left behind me all of youth's
day with Jess Beecher and wife.
glad dreams in fairyland;
Pearl Lockhart pulled broom corn
Each step I pause, and softly call
for his father last week.
down o'er the fading track,
John Patterson went to Springer
And humbly pray, "God, O won't,
last week and got a load of nice apyou bring youth back?"
ples.
George Brooks is binding feed and
I've come half-wayet the other half
speltz for S. T. Roach.
seems .longer to the Gate.
The Farmers Equity met at the
Sly poor, cramped soul cries out,
school house Saturday night.
'grant me a little time to wait!'
Mrs. Peary Lockhart called on Mrs.
Jess Beecher and Mrr. .A. A. McCray The cold, night mist floats out across
Wednesday afternoon.
the stream, the lamps burn dim
Aye, even so I see hearts filled
OTTO
with fr.'th r.;id trust in Him.
As usual there was a large attendance at Sunday school and also at the Thus alone I stand upon the bridge,
'
the height of God's big plan.
service Sunday evening, which wns
And dreaming, live I once afain in
conducted by J. Q. Herrin.
I
childhoods mystic land;
The Otto School started Monday,
with Mr. Dynes as teacher.
Perchance, while others pass me by
Mr. Craig, the bookkeepe- - of the
with burdens liglit and great,
From out my dreams and earnest
P'irst National Bank, of Clayton
spent Sunday at Mr. Olivers.
watch
The Beekner and McCook families I'll gleam one hope and
wait.
or the ' Fifty-Two- "
club met at Miss
Trudie MeltoVs home, Saturday eve- Still, I cannot go my way, I fear the
ning.
(lurk, the open breach.
I'm gazing hack, I'm looking on,
B. Z. Eaton visited at the home of
Mr. Pettie's Sunday.
threw doubts and fears from
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Sprouse are the
each;
happy parents of a fine buy, which If I could know one heart had struck
d
arrived September 30th.
and gave to me the
song;
John Zinck bra traded his burro
Or, could I see a child's sweet face
for a dandy saddle pony.
from out the mist, 'twould not'
The Otto No. 2 school also started
Monday, with Miss Elfa Seofield as
seem long.
one-ten- th

lf

CLAYTONETTES

Sealed proposals for the furnishing of all material, supplies, labor etc.,
and tre sustaining of all expense incurred in constructing in place a Water Works System for fire and domestic purposes, for the Town of Clayton, New Mexico, in accordance with
the plans and specifications on file in
the office of the Town Clerk of said
Town of Clayton, New Slexico, said
bid to be a sum ready fcr operation,
without any allowances for extra
charges of any nature whatsoever,
will be received by the Town Clerk of
said Town until eight o'clock Tuesday evening, October 17, 1916, at
which hour the bids will be opened
and acted upon.
The Town Board of Trustees reserves the right to reject any or all
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There's this dfference between the
takes
world and Charley Lord-C.'E- .
your picture once in a while the
world's got its little kodak busy all
the time. Look pleasant any,ray!
Many a bachelor has given up the
peace and comfort cf 'a hall bedroom
for the peace and comfort of a home
and lost out t the finish.
now
The army uer in Europe,
is beaten to a standstill usually

LIFT A BIT, YOURSELF
th' other day
rained
T
Out Tramperos way
And I learned right then
;. ".
That when
God talks tu teansterv
And sich like common men
He talks their way.
Nuthin fancy 'bout His gab
Jest plain English like sl'.e's spoke-Bme and every othor bloke
What drives "oV Slab"
But as I soz, it rained and jest
Out Tramperos way I hits a chúck

that

and stuck.

Tight? Tighter 'n th' clutch of well,
I hung up there fer quite a spell,
I hane no respect for a king un- An' whipped, an' hawed, an' jawed,
less the other printer has two more An' swore a bit, I reckon and
to go with it.
Ended up "So 'welp me Gawd!"
An' then plain as ever a spoken
Every once in a while I see two perword
fectly good reasons for the short skirt I heard
styles.
"Bo, can that stuff
'Tain't no use ter swell and puff
Eventually the "What Women are
An' git all piffed
Wearing" head will head just a few
Grab hold that wheel
blank columns.
And give a lift!"
Jest like that No highfalutin'
I never could figure out why a man
Chucky stuff
who was a crook and a horsethief and Jest plain English sorter rough,
utterly unfit to hold office before elec-to- n
An' gruff,
was not still a crook and a horse-thi- I guess but gettin to me where
and utterly unfit, etc., after the
I live,
votes are counted.
An' givin' me what nary church has
ever give
Have you forgotten that you can't A sort uf idea what that 'postle meant
stick a pin in somebody, but you can When he writ down those words what
put a red ring around it on almost
sez
any calendar?
"God he'ps them lift what lifts a bit
ther se'vs."
Edison knew he'd perfect the phon- "Thirty"
Adios
doesn't.

bids.

Contractors desiring to bid upon
this work may examine the plans and
specifications and receive proposal
blanks for bidding at the office of the
Town Clerk of said Town, or at the
office of the Consulting Engineer, H.
O. Duerr, 1940
Broadway, Denver,
Colorado, or may have a set mailed
to him upon deposting with the Engineer the sum of $25.00 $15.00 of
which will be refunded upon the return of the plans and specifications.
The Engineer's estimate of work to
be done and materials to be furnished
is as follows:
The .building of an addition to the
present Power House.
The building of a Concrete Reser-

ef

voir.

Each proposal shall be accompanied
by a New York draft (or certified
check) in the sum of 10 ner cent of
the amount of the bid to be made payable to the Treasurer of said Town.
The unsuccessful bidders will have
their draft returned to them at once;
the successful bidder will have returned to him the draft upon the
signning of the contract and the approval of his surety bond. Bond for
construction work to be equal to the
amount of Contract
In case t failure on his part to enter into contract and the furnishing
of a satisfactory surety bond, the
draft shall be forfeited to the Town
as liquidated damages.
The Contractor will be paid in cash.
T. H. Rixey, Sfayor.
R. Jones, Celrk.

The Eklund Hotel, Ranch & Irrigation f
Company
CLAYTON
Room. 75 to $1.50

NEW MEX1CU.

Q

riHST CLASS RESTAURANT

Meals 25 and 50c.
OPEN

DAT AND NIGHT.

Steam Heat, Bath and Electric Lights.
Sample Room Free.
Call For All Trains.

Amo Service Day and Night.
The Eklund Hotel, Ranch and Irrigation Co, Proprietors

WE HAVE YOUR

STRONGEST DEFENSE AGAINST

JACK

FROST

y,

Charter Oah Hot Blast Stoves

'

j

loves-chor-

teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Seofield took dinner
ivith Mr. and Mrs. Zinck, Sunday.
Born To Mr. and Mrs. Cash Spar-guSept. 24th, a baby girl.
' Mr. Fritz Pettis has been helping
Sir. Seofield harvest beans.
s,

.

Misses

Mas-Ti-

field, Trudie

Beekner, Elfa

Seo-

Mton and Simla

Sco-fie!-

here the first of the week from the
beautiful Escondido ranch on the
Cimarron. This is one of the finest
alfalfa farms in the county and al-- .
ways produces a heavy crop of seed.

d

C. E. Doll, of Santa Fe, was in the
spent Sur..!r.y with Miss Flora
city the later part of last week dointr
Zinck.
business with our
Mr.
lr. Street has been threshing more Doll is the owner merchants.
of
Dinon
the
lareest
beans, which averaged 1,050 pounds to
exporting concern in the State.
the ere. He is one of Otto's many

prosperous farmers.
"Lonesome Me."

Frank and Leon Casados, two dod- ular Union county boys from Been-hafrom Vnnee
were in the citv the f.rtt of the

i-

s

' John Barttett cnwie in
this week to attend the comrention;

-

week.

WE HAVE NEVER BEEN EXCELLED

Utility
I

--

-

FOR

Durability

WE WANT YOU TO TAKE

A LOOK AT

Beautility
THE

Charter Oah and Waldorf Hot Balsts
NOTE THE CAST LININKS ALL THE WWAY IT TO THE TOP
AND
NOTICE ALSO, THAT THERE IS NO FUEL SO SMALL OR POOR
BUT
WHAT THEY CAN GET EVERY OUNCE OF FUEL VALUE FROM
IT,
AND ALSO THAT WE HAVE

HEATING STOVES
j

OF ALL SIZES AND FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Church, School or House
AT

R. W. ISAACS

t

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jaeger, one of the
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
for punmps, machinery, shafting etc.
boys who were born and raised in
Moved by Mr. Baca seconded by Mr.
Clayton, left the latter part of last
The enrollment in our Public School Eklund that the bid of The Hendrie State of New Mexico,
week for Los Angeles California,
for the first month reached a total of Bolthoff Mfg. Co., be accepted and
County of Union.
(rrmfllv tlllmhpr PlOTe
v9i
that Engineer Duerr be authorized In the District Court of Union Coun- where they will reside in the future.
' " J nunila a,,l n '
i
e enrolled in the early part of this to draw up contract to be signed by ty Eighth Judicial District of New Sam is one of the boys we are justly
proud of and he has made an enviEvery school seat and desk the Mayor and Clerk. Roll call: Mr. Mexico.
week.
able place for himself in the business
in the building, and every available Eklund yes; Mr. Baca yes; Mr. Ham
Eunice E. Phillips,
world since his departure from his
chair has been pressed veto service mond yes. So ordered. .
Plaintiff,
town." We wish him success
"home
8. Moved by Mr. Hammond secon
until it is difficult to fond space in the
No. 1904
vs.
and prosperity wherever he goes.
rooms ii vhich to place any morí ded by Mr. Eklund that all rejected! Jamos F. Thillips,
seats if they could b: secured. r
bids and certified checks be returned
Defendant.
O. S. Johnson, proprietor of the
of ths school ere to their respective bidders. Roll call:
All dcpartrae.-.tThe said defendant James F. Philtrying to banish tardines3 from school Mr. Hammond yes; Mr. Baca yes; Mr. lips is hereby notified that a suit in large mercantile business in Thomas,
in the city the latter
attendance. Of the forty seven pupils Eklund yes. Carried.
divorce has been commenced against was a visitor
week and made the
9. Moved by Mr. Hammond secenroleld in the High School, forty-on- e
you in the District Court for the part of the last
had a clear record during the first onded by Mr. Baca that the mayor ap- County of Union, Eighth Judicial Dis- Citizen office a pleasant call: Mr.
month. The rooms having a perfect point a committee of two to work trict of the State of New Mexico, by Johnson is the kind of newcomer we
record each month will be published with Engineer Duerr in revising ordin- said Plaintiff wherein you are alleged like to have among us as he believes
later.
ances 56 and 57 pertaining to the rates to have failed and refused to support in the future of New Mexico strongly
Visitors are always welcomed at on water and light to consumers. Roll the plaintiff or her minor child since and is a "booster every minute." We
school. There have been a number call; Mr. Baca yes; Mr. Eklund yes; said date, and in which the plaintiff wis" him success in his business
wlU
during the first month, but it is hoped Mr. Hammond yes. Carried.
asks the care and custody of ,ture at Thomas and feel 8ure he
10. The, mayor then appointed Mr, Llovd Vernon Phillips and for an ab- - nae
that there may.be a larger number
in the future. For the convenience of Eklund, trustee and Superintendent soiute divorce; as more fully set forth
the teachers, and the parents,' it has Claggett to work in conjunction with in tne yil of complaint filed in said
decided to establishh a "visitor's Mr. Duerr in regulating the above acton and that unless you enter or
Day" which will be the last day of rates and that this committee report cause to be entered your appearance
,
The r.c::t
school racr.th,
y.ith new ordinances to supercede or-- , n sad gut 0n or before the 27th day
t'3'.-lar visitor's Day will be October 27th. dinances 58 and 57, at regular meeting of November, A. D. 1916, decree
The Fifth Crade are milking dell 0n October 7th, 1016. So ordered.
and Judgment by Default
sweaters and tabogons' in industrial
11. Moved by Mr. Eklund sec- therein will be rendered against you.
work.
onded by Mr. Baca, that Supt. ClagIn Witness Whereof, I have hereunThe Sixth and Seventh grade are gett be instructed to secure the ser- to set my hand and the seal of said
dramatizing "Professor Frogs Lec- vices of Mr. Erickson to make the Court at Clavton. New Mexico this
ture" and the class vote John Porter necessary repairs to broken engine. 26th day of September, A. D. 1916.
Roll call: Mr. Eklund yes; Mr. Baca (Seal).
quite the star actor.
Juan J. Duran, Clerk.
Mr. J. C. Ferris was a pleasant vis- yes; Mr. Hammond yes. Carried.
By Ethel Stewart, Deputy.
12. The mayor appointed the folitor on last Tuesday.
O. P. Easterwood, Esq., Clayton, New
1
Mrs. Wherritt, Mrs. Lenhart and lowing committee to prepare tax bud- Mexico. Attorney for Plaintiff.
Mrs. Herzstein visited the first grade get and report on same at next meet
HERE
ing: F, C. de Baca, 0. P. Easterwood In the District Court of the Eighth Ju
last week.
GOOD PEOPLE
beseving
So
class
M.
ordered.
R. Jones.
and
The Eighth Grade
Is
dicial District of the Stat of New
A Lumber Yard
gan making Laundry bags this week, j 13. Adjourned.
Mexico, Within and for the County
Filled
Approved:
They have just completed their mod-- 1
of Union.
From Stem tj Sterm
T. H. Rixey, Mayor.
els of stitches. These models show
With
the most often us?.l temporary, per-- . Attest: M. R. Jones, Clerk.
The Best Lumber
The M. B. Goldenberg Co.,
manent and fancy stitches.
And
A Corporation.
Building Material
Arts - From The Santa Fe New Mexican
The High School Domestic
N. 1859
vs.
While Nothing Keeps Better
"I see the word 'obey is to be left Alton C. Smith.
class have made linings for all the
Than
out of the marriage ritual."
waste paper baskets of the school.
Well Seasoned Lumber
To the above named, Alton C. Smith
game
evidently
won
people
the
team
"Yes, the church
Our base ball
We Bought It
,
Defendant:
TO SELL TO YOU
from Seneca last Friday. Misses Sla- thought the ritual was no place for a
You are hereby notified that an ac
To Keep
ter and Hutchings make excellent yell joke." Houston Post.
tion has been commenced against you
Prove
masters. The High School adopted
by the above named plaintiff, The M.
Lasting Qualitites
It's
caused
New
York
in
have
Dairymen
orange
for their High School colors
B. Goldenberg Company, in the afore
and black and for their High School a milk famine. Quick, Dr. Wilson, the said Court, in attachment, to recover
dol- son" "Tho Orange and Black." Be- - legislation!
and 0
the sum of Forty-on- e
CLAYTON. NEW MEXICO
low 3 given din of tr-- H'gh School
interest
with
together
($41.67)
Ian
I.uther Curbank has come out for
yells:
p.nd attorney's
Wilson.
From the spineless cactus thereon, costs of suit
The Orange and the Black,
fees.
to tne spineless statesman?
The Orange and the Black,
You are further notified that all the
away!
Take them
right, title and interest which you have
e
Presidential
And We'll bring them back;
The following suggestions for a in and to the Southwest Quarter
No defeat, no defeat,
p
of Section Twenty (20)
are going (SW1-4- )
Woodrow Wilson
IF YOU
Claytcn High School
Township Eighteen (18) North of
the rounds:
Never was beat!
Range Thirty (30) East, N. M. P. M.
One step forward
FORV,asn
has beon attached unless you enter or
One step backward
YOU
cause to be entered, your apeparance
Side step
PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD
in the said cause on or before the First
Retrogade glide
day of November 1916 in the office of
Hesitate
Regular meeting of the Board of
the Clerk of the Court above named,
Slow
advance
WHEN YOU TRADE
Trustees of the village of Clayton.
judgment will be rendered against you
Wobble
Oc
evening,
Tuesday
New Mexico, on
WITH
and the property above described will
Brisk retreat
tober 2nd, 1916, at 8 o'clock.
same.
satisfy
the
to
sold
be
indefinitely.
Repeat
WADE & CO.
R'xey:
H.
GEO.
Tresent: Mayor, T. F.
R. A. Prentice, Tucumcari, New
Music A combination of "Johnnie
C.
Fulgencio
Eklund,
"Clayton's
Boter Store"
Carl
Trustees:
Get Your Gun" and "I Didn't Raise Mexico, is attorney for plaintiff.
de Baca and H. J. Hammond.
Juan J. Duran,
(Seal).
My Boy to be a Soldier."
Order of Business
of
Clerk
the District Court
1. Minutes of last meeting read
Great Sayings of History
and approved.
Wanted. Girl for general houseour Country, By our President)
2. Mr. H. J. Hammond qualified (From
Mrs. Herbert Herzstein.
keeping.
"Let Us Have Peace at Any Price"
as trustee 'and seated.
S.
U.
Grant.
3. The town treasurer at the re
Clayton Lodge Directory
quest of citizens took up the matter
"I Have Not Yet Begun to Write."
of interest on the funds now on
A
F A A. M. Blue Lodsre No. 23.
Commodore Perry.
He stated that he was author
MmU 1st and 3rd Saturdays. F. P.
"So That Government of Watchful Kiihnrn. W. M.. Morean Harvey. Sec.
ized by his depository to offer 3 per
Chapter No. 10, 4th Satcent on his average daily balance. Mr. Waiting, by Watchful Waiters and Washington
We kindly solicit your
G. R. Brown, H. P., John
urdays.
seconded
motion
Not
Shall
Waiters
Watchful
for
a
Eklund then made
Sec.
Spring,
patronage and in reduly by Mr. Baca that the offer made Perish from the Earth." Lincoln.
to
Meets
Boys-TNo.
8.
Commandery.
urn
Commerce
Cheek,
of
Clayton
"Turn the Other
turn will give you hosof The SUte F.ank
the Other Cheek." General 2nd Saturdays. Jos. Gill E. C, G. R.
nay an interest rate of 3 per cent on
pitality and a square
Brown, Recorder.
the average daily balance of the town Sheridan,
deal.
"MyOnly Regret is That I Have to
treasurer. Roll call: Mr. Eklund yes;
riavton ChaDter. O. E. S. No. 8
yes. Give My Life for My Country." Na- ñoofa 2nd and 4th Tuesdays. Mrs. O,
Mr. Baca . yes; Mr. Hammond
Easterwood, W. M., Mrs. Jos. Gill
j
'
than Hale.
Carried.
FRUTH'S
G. R. Brown, W. f.
Su..
"Wait Till They Can See the Seat
4. Bids were received from tne
PHARMACY
firms' for extension work as of Your Pants." Warren at Bunker.
I. O O. F. Clayton Lolg No. 45
Formnlr Rom' PIiwmi'jI
Hill.
Meets every Thursday. L. E. Byrne,
called for by the trustees:
38
Phone
N. G. John Winchester, Sec.
On Pumps and Other Machinery
CoMrs. M. J. Knapp and daughter reFairbanks, Morse & Co., Denver,
Rebekahs. No. 10
Ri.r. TV-toCo., turned the first of the week from
lorado; Hendrie, Bolthoff Mfg.
Meets 2nd and 4th Fridays. Mrs.
Denver, Colorado; Robert W. Isaacs, Pittsburg, Pa., where they have lived
Ham, N. G., Mrs. A. E. Snyder,
the past three years, to attend to bus- Frank
Clayton.
Sec.
iness matters hero. They will remain
Power Plant Extension
M. W A. No. 14.227. Meets every
indefinitely.
Arthur Wooten, Clayton.
Monday night. Gene Hardin, Council
Reservoir1
Walter Johnson, uerK.
Faus, Palmer, Granville & HenMrs. Cornellison, daughter of W. "A.
R. N. A. meets 2nd and 4th Tues
derson, Clayton.
Swoyer, left the latter part of last days. Mrs. Tom Gray, Oracle, Mrs.
5. The Board went into executive week for Wichita, Kansas, where she Walter Johnson, Sec.
FOR SALE
session and took up the above items
will attend the International Wheat
W. O. W. Clavton Camp No. 11
ON TIME
First reservoir construction, bid by Exposition and spend a week with
Robt. Mansker, Council, John Spring,
Faus, Palmer, Granville & Henderson.
Clerk.
1 Buick
and 1 Ford,
Motion by Mr. Baca, seconded by Mr.
Will sell
new.
good
as
Tfni.rlita of Pvthius. James Deam
Bill Streetman, one of the best
Hammond that bid be rejected. Roll
cv-1
Meets
S.
K.
R.
Blue,
O.
or
three
two
one,
on
cell: Mr. Baca yes; Mr. Hammond farmers in the Pennington neighbor- C. u; F.
evening
Palmer
Wednesday
at
erv
week
years time.
hood, sold his broom corn last
vs; Mr. Eklund yes. Carried.
inB.
Second, Power Plant Extension, for $160 per ton. We would like to Hall. Visiting members coiuiauy
bid of Arthur Wooten, upon motion have several thousand tons to dispose vited.
of Mr. Baca, seconded by Mr. Eklund of at this price.
S. E. LANE
O. E. S. meets at Masonic temple
that this bid be rejected. Roll call:
EasterL.
Tuesdays.
E.
4th
New Méx.,
and
2nd
Clayton,
Tho many friends of W. D. Kilburn
Mr. Eklund yes; Mr. Baca yes; Mr.
M.; G. R. Brown, W. P.
W.
wood,
very
is
he
that
learn
glad
to
will be
Hammond yes. Carried.
7. Third, the bids submitted by much better at this time and is conSocialist Party of America, meets
Mondays, In A. Jarres McFairbanks, Morse Co., Hendrie Bol sidered entirely out of danger by his 1st and
Donald's office. Mrs. J. M. Davis, Cec,
Co. and R. W. Ijaaes considered physician, Dr. Edmendssn. ... .
SCHOOL NOTES

L COOK

G.

Real Estate
and Stock Exchange
Hail Insurance
Farm Loans.
Bldg.
Up Stairs

JOSEPH GILL

s

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

New Mex.

Clayton

ven-furth- er

BLUE

&

WOODWARD
ATTORNEYS-AT-LA-

Clayton, N. M.

ve.-p--

13

If i

SEE

SMITH

G. C.

For Real Estate and Insurance.
Contest Cases Handled
Efficiently
Office in

First Nat'l Bank

Bldg.

38-4-

E D. STROHM
FARM

LOANS.

INSURANCE

Real Estate. Money Loaned on
Five, Seven and Ten Year
Terms. Office over Lord's Studio
Clayton, N. M.
Phone 178.

COL E. U. JACOBS

Big Jo Lumber Co.

PUBLIC AUCTIONEER

67-10-

I cry sales anywhere. Farm
sales a specialty. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Rates reasonable.
Call, writ? cr v:rc v.c tor dates.

Rag-Tim-

flDUEora, m. A3.

two-ste-

Buy

Pay Less

I

Fidelity Abstract Co.
Incorporated
Abstracts, Plats, Conveyancing,
Notary

D. A.

Paddock

Secretary
CLAYTON,

MEXICO

NEW

HILL BROTHERS

it.

n

t'-.-

DRAY,

TRANSFER-GENER-

AL

HAULING

Phone

58-- C.

I!

I. O. O. F.
Clayton Lodge No.

Meetings

every

43

Thursday

at

7:30, in I. O. O. F. Hall in Pal-

mer Building.. Visiting members always welcome.
I. E. BYRNE, N. G.
JOHN WINCHESTER, Sec.

SOCIALIST PARTY OF AMERICA
Clayton Local
Meets Every First and Third Moniay
in Office of A. J. McDonald, Sect
Visiting Comrades Welcome
JOIN YOUR
WORKIN'G MEN
PARTY

LET US DO YOUR JOB WORK.
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.
SUBMITTED,
PROOFS ALWAYS

Ü'aND f

m COUm

DMiIVEStfcU.

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
Edited and Published by The Clayton Citizen Printing

&

Publishing Co.

ORIE L. PHILLIPS, REPUBLICAN
CANDIDATE FOR DISTRICT
ATTORNEY

PASAMONTE NEWS
Mr. Burlson, the jolly cattleman at
the H. T. ranch has been over among
the Indians for the past few weeks.
Some of the young ladies rather envy
him his trip as they are afraid he will
find a young Indian squaw that will
appeal to him as the one. That's the
way to bring the girls to time, Mr.
Burlson. I wish I could go too.
Miss Winifred Arnett spent Sunday
at home with her parents.
Miss Cora Gilliam spent Su.iday at

Orie L. Phillips, Republican CandiPublished every Thursday at Clayton, Union Co., N. M., and entered at Post-offic- e
the
date
for District Attorney
at Clayton, N. M., as second class matter under the Act of March 3, 1897 Eighth Judicial District, composing
the counties of Colfax, Union, Taos
OFFICIAL PAPER OF TOWN OF CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO
and Quay, was born on a farm near
Viola, Mercer County, Illinois, Novem$1.00 ber 20, 1885. He received his early
Subscription per year
education in the Country schools of
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1916
Mercer county and Viola High School
which latter inst:tution he gradfrom
Wilson
if
and
campaign,
this
If Wilsonocracy should be successful in
in 1903. The following year he home.
uated
is again elected president of the United States, you will see intervention in
George Brostmeyer is looking daily
Knox College at Galesburg,
attended
follow.
will
Mexico
War wth
Mexico in less than six months afterward.
Illinois, and then took up the study for a visit from one of his sisters of
Watch the prediction.
of lav. Mr. Phillips received his legal Pinkneyville, 111. George, you will
training in the law departments of have to keep her hid from these pesSpeaking about "books!" There was a bank at Las Cruces that had
n
University at Ham- tiferous bachelors.
some "books." These books showed that a certain educational institution mond, Indiana,
Michigan UniverJ. C. Arnett has just finished putand
had 75,000 deposited in that bank. That bank went "kerflunk," in other sity at Ann Arbor, Michigan, and ting in 180 acres of wheat.
words "blew up" and left COO depositors in the hole. New Mexico has a holds the degree of Bachelor of Laws.
Harry Beacher's wheat is looking
law that would have protected these depositors. But were they protected? Being reared by parents of limited fine.
The jimmycratic "record dispensers" haven't said anything about such pro- means, he was Compelled to work his
Ed Morgan went to Clayton Friday,
tection, have they?
own way through college. This made to get the casing, pump and windmill
it necessary for him to drop out dur- for his new well.
And why this long silence of the "record dispensers?" Mac, deBac and ing two
George Brostmeyer has as fine podifferent years and teach
is getting very rickety and
Gillie 0. are out of "soap" and the "soap-box- "
school in order that he might have tatoes as you can raise any place, and
prophorators. The "stuffed
.untrustworthy for these
without irrigation. Some people sby
funds to continue his law course.
et's" prophicies have never come true by over 4,000 majority and the more
He came to New Mexico in July, you can't raise potatoes here, but Geo.
Baal-amhe prophesies the greater will be the following majority falsifying his
1909, and located at French, where he will show you different if you come
grazing tract is "friz up."
prophecies. And Andreas's arctic
taught school during the first year. to his home.
Anyway, what's he done for New Mexico?
In 1911 he commenced the practice of
Uncle Josh Alexander has just finlaw at French and in January, 1912, ished pulling his broom corn.
Jimmyocracy is the same anywhere you find it and you will always find he moved to Raton and became assoJ. W. Forbes has been busy the last
it somewhere with its hands in the people's pockets. At present it is posing ciated with the Honorable E. C. few days putting up pickles and preas democracy but there is a vast difference between jimmyo and demo. The Crampton.
serves.
"sheep's clothing" has been torn from its wolfish form in Union county and
inBecause of Ris unquestionable
Don't forget that on October 15, at
New Mexico. No longer can it pose as democracy in Union county and get off tegrity and remarkable success as a Lake View school house, H. H. Errett
in
this
with it. "High" climbs, and misdemeanors have been committed
also have
lawyer, Mr. Phillips has built up a will be there. We will
Are you a
county and state by jimmyocracy in the name of democracy.
enjoys a large preaching by Rev. Locero. Then, we
practice
lucrative
and
democrat? Not if you support jimmyocracy. Come out from among the clientele throughout Northern New are going to have one of those big
jimmycrats. Be ye not contaminated therewith.
Mexico.
feasts that you have been to at that
In ,1913 he became Assistant Dis- place. Don't forget the date, Oct. 15.
record
jimmycratic
the
of
Well, Mr. Real Democrat, what do you think
trict Attorney for the Eighth Judicial Endeavor every Sunday evening at
whe i the limelight is turned on it as the Citizen has been turning it and as District and has performed the duties school house at 7:30. You are invited.
think
Do
you
it
official investigation and action is begining to turn it on?
J. C. Arnett has purchased 80 acres
of his office in a creditable manner
is a nice democratic record ? And as sure as you are reading these lines we winning Seventy-fiv- e
of the of land from Mr. Shepherd. J. C. has
cent
per
Citizen
for
tell you that the half has never been told and can't be told by the
cases he has prosecuted. His record all faith in New Mexico, and is not
want of space but will be disclosed by official investigation and exposure as as Assistant District Attorney is an afraid to spread his wings.
sure as the republican ticket in this county and state is elected. The ball assurance to the voters of this DisMiss Cora Gilliam has just received
is now started and will continue to roll if you will only put your shoulder trict, that in electing Mr. Phillips to a. nice collection of books. Miss Cora
to the wheel and help to roll jimmycratic administration away from your the position he now seeks, they will is one of our many Union county
"treasure house." Orie L. Phillips, assistant district attorney, whom the place in the office a man who will per- teachers that believes a few dollars
Oklahoma jimmycrats "love so well" has made a beginning which ought to, form the duties incumbent upon him spent in books is well spent.
and will, terminate in a raid of investigation that will disclose a condition of in an honest, impartial and efficient
Joe Woodard took a nice load of
things that will make you sit up and take notice whether you call yourself manner.
watermelons to Roy the other day.
a democrat, socialist, republican, or whatnot
John Carpenter had the good luck
DESERVING" DEMOCRATS
to kill one of those pestiferous coyotes
If the "quill pusher" of the Citizen did not know what he is talking
the other day. Two visited my hen
Trinidad C. de Baca was McDon-Cl- 'i roost Sunday morning and ej"u
about, there would not be so much commotion and insipid vapidity among
f
jimmycratif lhset? "2? t?" j
selector l:i Jtat ac? rardes .!- - iiTÍci II x jici prij
the jimmycrats and their Oklahoma-editend
now
Is
jimmycrats
to
Oklahoma
myocracy of Union county is married
out of a large Held of candidates, many
Fred Schiffner struck water in his
singing the old familiar song: "The next thing she gi'me was a jimmy- of them cornpetdnt; men. Since he new well at 135
feet, but is going
nose
and
stuck
except
my tamal
that
took office in 1913 de Baca has spent
cratic SHEET; it covered all my body
some deeper so he will have abunberayed
unlawful
the
nose"
has
"tarnal
sticking
out
of
that
The
fept."
office
into
$43,500.
his
out a
of jnortlyjaijl:
dance of water.
miscegenation and the rest of the sleeping beauty will soon be revealed to all by the sportsmen of this state. He
Al and Sanders Bair went to Claytrue democrats who will flock to the political divorce courts like "grass has put back into fish, game animals ton Friday after sacks for their beans
deto El Reno. It is jimmyocracy that is
and birds less than 2500. The sportswiddies" and
and other articles.
manding of you illegal fees, illegal charges for the publication of your de- men have not failed to protest to McEd Scott and family of Patterson
linquent tax lists. It is jimmyocracy that has been "blowing in" your road Donald. They have, told the Governor were dinner guests
at J. C. Arnett's
jimmyocracy
has
is
name.
that
It
the
money and giving you no roads worth
what they think of his game warden Sunday.
clouded up your titles that would otherwise, perhaps, be clear today. It is
and they have been laughed at for
Ed Morgan and family and May
jimmyocracy that is prodigalizing your treasury. It is jimmyocracy that is their pains and thereafter ignored.
spending your money for baubles. She s a costly wife. She does not re- De Baca is another "deserving" dem- and Elizabeth Wentz dined at Harry
Arnett's Sunday.
semble democracy in anything. Better divorce yourself while divorcing's good. ocrat.
The Ute Valley Sunday School exRobert H. Crews of Albuquerque is
The jimmycratic convention was a frost as usual smothering and subduing secretary of the sheep sanitary board, tend their thanks to the officers whose
the voice of the democrats who were not jimmycrats. Democracy has no the most important official board of terms have expired for the way they
chance at such conventions. It seldom ever has had and never will again. Jim- this state, because it has charge of have conducted our Sunday school,
as long as it is the state's most important industry. and for their faithfulness and espemyocracy is in the saddle and it is
cially to our Supt. Frank Snell. SelMen who are competent and independent of the "bosses" have Crews is
a competent lawyer; and he
dom do you find an officer that has
no chance of nomination by the jimmycratic "nominating committee" as was is a "deserving"
democrat; but he
democratic convention. The action of such couldn't tell an Angora goat from been as dilligent as he has. We also
clearly proven in the last
"committee" convention is never satisfactory to the people and of this fact Shropshire dam ifhe met them in the wish especially to thank Mrs. Snell as
there is no more convincing proof than that of the convention held here on road. The sheep men have protested Sec. and Treas. Our Sunday school is
and political chicanery rules in such to McDonald against the grave injury out of debt and several dollars to the
the 9th. Trickery,
good. The Ute Valley Sunday school
conventions.
being done the industry. But McDonelected new officers last Sunday: Supt.
ald, serenely indifferent, has told them
Hon. A. A. Jones spoke at the Dixie last Thursday evening to a large to forget it and let his official favor- Vide Stokes; Asst., Geo. Roberts; Sec.
and Treas., J. W. Forbes; Organist.
of jimmyocracy, but ites alone.
audience. Mr. Jones is unquestionably the
Mrs. H. Howard; Chorister, J W.
he failed to either spell or bind very much in Union county. He did all that
McDonald was warned when he
could have been done for jimmyocracy but there is no cure for that incubus picked his board of regents for the Forbes; Asst., George Roberts; Libut utter defeat at the poles. He told more about what he thought jimmy- state agricultural college that he brarian, Russel Roberts; Asst., Laura
ocracy would do, if retured to power, to the peple of this nation than that might go outside the immediate Brown. The Sunday school is proit has already done. He talked about how much money had been blown in circle of his favorite ring, and do gressing nicely with an increase in
on the roads in this state by McDonaldocracy but failed to point to anything much better. But at least two of the membership nearly every Sunday. Let
as results of the spending of these boys McDonald picked were "deserv- us work and not only make this one
more than "road-gas- "
and "bridge-wind- "
magnificent sums. It is easy enough to spend money but it requires compe- ing" democrats and they paid off one of the best, but the very best Sunday
tency to spend it economically and wisely. He thought it would be wise to of McDonald's campaign obligations school in Union county.
Remember the Christian Endeavor
elect the prophet, Ezekiel, if we want a continuance of money spending for by applying on their note the interest
October
15, at 7:30. Subject Public
road-ga- s
bridge-winsaid
him
quite
a while to apolo- on the college funds.
that it took
It is
and
Spirit and how to Cultivate it. Come
gize, in his eloquent way, for the eulogy pronounced upon him by his and
In his address at Roswell last week
appointee to the register of the land office in Union county over the Governor McDonald stated that he early and join in on the song service.
The Equity is growing in memberreemmendations of the real democracy of this county. He should not have knew Ezequiel Cabeza de Baca better
done that, because it was the only opportunity offered for the repayment than any other man knew him and ship every meeting. They mean to
of such a favor. A similar eulogy, however, failed to get an instructed dele- that De Baca would make the same make this the best in the county by
gation for Mr. Fergusson from Union county in 1914, but aided in defeating kind of a Governor that he, McDonald, getting in the best citizens, and all
him at the poles by over 4,000 majority; and Mr. Jones will be defeated by has made. ' De Baca has a hard en- pul together. The is no reason
a similar majority.
ough row to hoe as It is. With this why it can't be made a good thing. It
guarantee from McDonald as to his not only affords the members to get
Nin
Juan Fernandez of Barney was in character and capacity, the people are goods cheaper but to get better prices
C. W. B. Bryan and step-soHaleomb, were in the city the first of the city the first of the week on bus- ükcly to make it NO by unanimous for their produce and even brings the
farmers in closer touch with each othvote.
the week attending the Democratic iness.
er. Let everybody boost for the EqMr. Bryan was nominConvention.
.T. F. Branson was in the city
this
uity.
Wilcox
Bert
Vance
in
was
of
Demothe
ated as Representative on the
week attending the Republican concity
the
week
first
the
of
Mr. Willers and son of Alva, Oklauttendinr
cratic ticket.
vention.
the convention and looking after bus- homa, friends of Mr. and and Mrs.
H. G. Gillispie of Kenton, Oklaho-- i
R. F. Moore and J. F. Smith came
iness matters.
Harry Howard were in this communi, was a business visitor in the city up from tl'j Mosquero country
the
Friends of C. E. Lord, the jovial ity last week and were so favorably
week.
the
the first of
first of the week and spent several photographer, will be glad to see him impressed with the courtry that they
Jas Ryan of Folsom, was in the days in
out again after a rather serious illness bought a tract of land over near Mills.
the city.
city Monday and attended the Democouple of weeks.
Vide Stokes went to Clayton MonHon. Judfe J. S. Holand of Holland of a
cratic Convention.
S. D. Rogers and L. I. Hill of De day on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Giles of Moses was transacting business in Clayton Moines vere in the city the
first of ' Mr. null was in the metropolis this
this week.
the week.
week on businebs.
,

fr

Lincoln-Jefferso-

ic

640-ac-

re

d,

"grass-widowie-

.

"joy-riding- ."

skull-dugge-

spell-bind-

d.

er

;

of Geo.
Mr. Jesse Vaughn step-so- n
Roberts arrived hére last week from
Hutchinson, Kansas, and will mako
his home with us. We are glad to welcome this young man into our big
family.
We are very sorry to note that our
friend Fred Schiffner has had such
bad luck with his wen. Don't worry
Fred, maybe the
will be that
much cojlcr and specter.
Frank Gilliam and Hobert Gillian
ere in Clayton Saturday on business
Mrs. Fred Schiffnpr invited about
5 of her friends to her home last Monday evening, as a s irprise on Fred,
't being his birthácy. We played
games of all kinds and then changed
off by pulling candy end eating a nice
lunch composed of sandwiches, cake
and coffee. We stayed till the wee
hour then bade the good people goodnight, hoping that another invitation
would soon roll around.
Frank Gilliam helped George Brostmeyer a few days this week, stacking beans.
Miss Jennie Martin of Scotland, Pa.,
has shipped the Ute Valley Sunday
school a box of nice literature.
We
certainly aprecíate the favors this
good lady has bestowed upon us. Sho
is a sister of Robert Martin, who at
one time oymed the H. T. ranch.
,

LOCAL AND PERSONAL
Buy your Underwear and
at Clayton Cash Store.

.

Mack-ina-

40

50 good wet Cows For Sale; mostly
white-face3 tu 3 years old, for
quick sale $45. H. L. Simpson, Kenton, Oklahoma.
40
s;

Henry Kilburn was down from Mt.
Dora in his car the first of the week.
Chris Connell was here looking after business matters the first of the
J. J. Chavez was a visitor in the city
from his ranch this week.
Billie Harris of Gladstone was here
yesterday attending the Republican
convention.

Strayed. Iron gray mare mule, 5
years old, weight 1000 lbs, about 14 2
hands high, no brands. Notify E. J.
Walbaum, Clayton. Liberal reward.
A. H. Wells took second and third
money at the Trinidad Fair with his
pacer which he has taken to Raton to
enter in the races there.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wight went to
Ceuv

lu

hílí

jti

m

latter part

A

last week to look after business matters.
W. P. Graham, who came home
from Tucumcari quité ill, is now very
much better and will soon be able to
be out.
Thomas Bennett vas in the city the
latter part of last week from his
ranch at Thomas.
Tom Downs, manager of the
store at Sedan, was doing
business in the city the first of the
Otto-Johns-

week.
H. Hopkins of Tasamonte was in
the city the later part of last week
and made this office a pleasant call.
Ed Quest, one of Folsom's best citizens, and a staunch and loyal republican, was in the city this week attending the Convention.
Ben Peach was here the first of the
week from his ranch near Barney.
Ben declares himself pleased with the
world in general.

VANCE
Walter Manglesdorf's Indian Squaw
is in the running order again.
W. C. Barnhart, J. C. Caldwell and
friends were in Vance on business a
few days.
Miss Bessie Brooks is out to take
charge of the Pyle school Nov. 9th.
Archie Pyle has left Vance whether
to visit friends or to study automobile business in Denver we cannot
say, which leaves his friends in doubt.
Mrs. R. L. Richards left for her
home in Sulphur, Oklahoma.
Ed McPherson and family jpent
Sunday with Cash Seroggin.
N. F. Kocher's mother from Coats
Kansas is visiting her son.
Alva Sowers who has been living
in Shamrock, Texas, is back again in

Vance.
Ed Mantz and wife from Perico,
Texas, was visiting friends in Vance
the past week.
Mrs. Jokey Sowers was shopping in
Vance Tuesday.
Andy Nieman is through pulling his
broom corn.

"Hummer."
J. C. Dillsworth of Clapham
in the first of the week to look

ennv-- s

after

business matters.
Sol Hamm was in Monday from
his
ranch near Beenham, looking after
business.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Ha
spent several days In the city the fi rj.it
, ..
ef.the week.

.
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A Statement By Holm O.
Bursuni to The People of

Deeds vs Promises

New Mexico

Orie L. Phillips, Republican Nominee for District Attorney for the Eighth District,
has been Assistant District Attorney for that District since March,

I believe in the right of newspapers to criticize the acta of public
officials and to pass judgment based upon their records.
I believe it is right that newspapers should inquire into the fitness,
the equipment and the character of men who are candidates for pub- - .
lie office, and that they should publish the facts.
I have been averse to taking any action which might seem to restrict in any way the fullest freedom of the newspapers of New Mexico to examine into and criticize my own official record and to pass upon my own fitness as a candidate. For this reason I have maintained
silence over a number of years during which viciously untruthful and
maliciously libelous attacks have been made upon me by newspapers
influenced and controlled by my political enemies.
The Morning Journal of Albuquerque, owned by D. G. Grant, of
Los Angeles, California, and managed by D. A. Macpherson of Albuquerque, has been most active in this kind of assault, upon me, both as
regards my public acta and as to my private business and personal affairs. The Journal's attacks began nearly ten years ago and have been
continued from time to time ever since. I have never known and do not
know now any reason for the peculiarly bitter and vicious hatred which
these men appear to hold toward me. I have had neither personal nor
UiaínoBd rolafinna wirYi them nnrl hflvp novpr wrnntrpd them. TheV
have assailed me relentlessly, without truth, without honesty, without
principle, without justice.
flrfrinnllv the Morning Journal based its attacks upon me on
charges brought against me by political enemies to the effect that I
UaA maAa wrrmcrflll HHP. of the funds of the Territorial Penitentiary
during my service as Warden of that institution and that I had de
stroyed or caused to be destroyed certain of the records oí that in

case in Union County without the aid or assistance of Mr. Remley, the present District
He has also assisted in the trial of many cases in Colfax and Quay Counties.

Attorney.

Because he has performed the duties of the office unaided in Union County, it is particularly useful in furnishing a criterion of Mr. Phillips ability.

The following is a statement of the results of cases disposed of in Union County
informations filed since his appointment:

on indictments returned and

No. of Defendants
convicted

Character of Crime
Murder

Three (3)

-

igglj

No. of Pleas of

)

Guilty

Sixteen

Four (4)

that

No. of Juries

disagreed

.

None

j

and

of inspection
quarantine laws

Violations

(16)

One

(1)

One

(1)

iNo.

of Defendants
acquitted
None
O

(D

One

(1)

One

(1)

.

Seven

(7)

.

Eight (8)

Other Larcenies
Burglary

Neither the political opponents referred to nor this newspaper
which published their charges without substantiation or inquiry dared
into nnv competent court. When these
n w uiuis iiioir nlWntinng
I
pubic
took the only course open to a citizen who
made
were
charges
has been wronged. I sought trial in a court 01 justice ana was mere
Mor.H nf pvprv trace of susniciin of wrongdoing and my exoneration
was written into the court records of this state in a decree which
ti,.. ovotd rpcnrd hnak kont at the penitentiary during my ward- enship was in evidence and intact, and which decree gave me a judgment and an execution against the Territory of New Mexico in the
my final
sum of $4,333.56, which sum the court found to be due me in
.nMononf uríth flip Tprritorv.
Five years ago I was nominated by the Republican party as its
candidate for Governor of New Mexico in the first state election. The
against me
.Tnnmnl- rpvived its former libelous publications
,
lllllb
with ln- tViPm rnntinuouslv (lurine that campaign
-a
iWi0fed
tlliU
during
creased venom and added falsehoods. My friends besought me
by
the
account
to
Journal
the
of
owners
the
bring
that campaign to
in a citizen so assailed a proceeding in the courts.
step which
I refused to do this because I was averse to taking any
newspaper,
a
"muzzle"
to
seeking
of
charge
the
to
open
me
lay
would
lihpl lnw of this state to intimidate owners of news
t
back-- .j
my election who might not be as substantially
to
papers opposed
also,
believed,
.1
Journal
maniic-pmen. i. i
of the
...
71
:a.
,
public
the
of
view
slanders,
in
these
of
that the unreasonableness
which they
court records in the matter, and the apparent malice with
I be
prejudiced
citizen.
every
to
wnnlH
he
rlenr
i,i:vi
Mexico did not
New
of
people
the
that'
now
believe
lieved then and
believe me a thief and a destroyer or public recoras, i nave ..u
to the eeneral effect upon the public
from the returns
mind of the publication of these slanders I know
my
wnicn
iikhuo
of 1911 and from personal conversations
with hundreds
had
I
have
which
and
citizens
our
of
thousands
with
by the
believed
not
were
charees
these
mnnlo ihnt
..u
. .
Ul uuicia vi vua cr"-- i
.
,o npnnlp. I know that it was not these libes which
a division
brought about my defeat in 1911, but that it was due to
w..v..
cmnw
KepuDiican
normally
two
in
among Republicans
onfficipnt to defeat my election.
. t
to act against
I am convinced now that my friends who urged me
of 1911, were right and that
tViP camnaien
HUB IICWDMnpn
Republican party for
I was WTong. I am again the candidate of the
candidacy has the ap- my
that
know
I
Mexico.
New
Governor of
heartiest
.i
i
;i onnrt nf all ReDublicans, as well as thenomination
the
opponent
for
principal
my
of
backing
and most active
representative not of my
. mi v.:.
-íuvumo. T. nm therefore, . the
mo t,;nA
amij ui .ii
A nt . nprsnnal candidacy- for office, but I am tne
i
,
personal lliwricovo uu v
memberRepresentative of a great political party, constituting in its
State.
our
of
people
the
ship, as I believe, a majority of
.t
hn once more renewed its false and libel
corruptionist, that
ous attacks upon me. It has charged that I am a
penitentiary
and that 1 tle- r.( ttiP
.
.
..- - Territorial
t1 laisuieu it.
nic iivuii
of that inst!-- .
records
of
stroyed or caused to be destroyed the books
tution.
nflicer and the responsible editorial
know, beyond all possibility of
Journal
employes of the Morning
are iaise aim
me
against
charges
their
doubt, that
bv- indisputable evidence, have
.
fort ' innorted
i:a- 1 i
Ul luuiiuanvn.
of misinformation on their
chance
no
is
There
them.
been laid before
any ground oí ignor,..
upon
part and there is no possible excuse
the Journal, and D. A. Macpherson, its
the
manager, and its responsible editorial employes know that
recem
in
to
be
printed
caused
statements they have
Journal, and directed against me, are lies.
during my ward-enshThese men know not a cent of the prison funds
remains unaccounted for in scrupulous detail.
shortage or misThese men know that not only was there no
suit
in
a
Territory,
the
that
.but
funds
application of
me$4,333 5R,
counting which I caused to be brought, was found to owe
the judgwith
issued
execution
nn
under
me
to
which sum was paid
hearing.
public
ment given in open court and after a full
kept durThese men know that no book of records of the prison
otherwise
destroyed, and
ing my wardenship has ever been burned or
trial of the
the
during
court
in
produced
that all such books were
books are now safely kept
such
all
and
that
to
referred
above
case
and available for reference.
of New Mexico beI have not made this statement to the people
you know the
believe
that
now
fore because I have believed and
be false and made
to
newspaper
this
by
ht
me
against
brou-charges
you now simply befor political purposes.. I make this statement to
I stand as a candiwhom
before
people
the
to
due
cause I feel it is
now and in the
attitude
my
date, to tell you frankly and fully about
wrong it has
the
for
newspaper
this
punish
to
past before I proceed
only course
so persistently sought to do me. I shall now take the
proceeding in a court of
open to a citizen who has been wronged
by the Morning Journal of the malijustice. The recent
decious lies about me makes it necessary now that I act in my own
fense, jn detense of the party tase tUmdard bearer I am, and la

mr;
4.11

-

Embezzlement

.-

Ten (10)

,

One (1)

-

Three (3)

Robbery from person

.... :

j

Two (2)

Issuing bad checks

j

Three (3)

Selling mortgaged property.

j

One (1)

Forgery

One (1)

0ne (1)

Assaults to kill, etc.

"

"

:

One (1)

One (1)

Jail breaking

False pretences

Two (2)

;

Destroying Ry. property
Operating and playing
ling games

j

gamb- -

j

Seventeen (17)
I

Nine

Total Persons Convicted

.,;..

Total

PW of Guilty

v..

ip

Total Juries Disagreed

The (3)

Total Persons Acquitted

Three

(3)

mind of those whose welfare is
defense of the honor and the peace of
dearer to me than any office or any political rewara.
I have placed the above facts Deiore you as ciean
so that you will unas I am able to state the facts in this case, and
my attorneys
instruct
to
me
caused
derstand the reasons which have
G. Grant, owner of
D.
against
$100,000
for
a
suit
immediately
to file
the Journal, D. A. Macpherson, its manager, anu
.....
u- -.-.
lishing Company, individually and as a corporation, im
.
be
aui
thu
that
are
malicious libel; that my further instructions
Journal,
the
of
home
the
Albuquerque,
at
brought in the district court
and that it be pressed with all possime speeu.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
October ,12th, 1916.

HOLM O. BURSUM.

The Kittd HjlJier
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9 1 3. He is seeking

election upon his official record. Since his appointment he has tried every criminal
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NOTICE OF PUBLICATION

State of New Mexico,
County of Union.
In the District Court of Union County
Eighth Judicial District of New
Mexico.

Gertrude Virginia Bouquet, Plaintiff,
...
No. 1805
Joseph Albert Bouquet, alias Joseph
Defendant.
Buck.
The said defendant Joseph Albert
Bouquet, alias Joseph A. Buck, is here
by notified that a suit in divorce has
been commenced against you in the
District Court for the County of Un- Eiirhth Judicial District ol tne
State of New Mexico, by said Plaintiff wherein the plaintiff prays for a
Jivorce upon the grounds of separation
failure to support and for the
custody of the minor child, Charles
Earl Bouquet; as more fully set forth
the bill of complaint filed in said
action and that unless you enter or
cuuse to be entered your appearance
in said suit on cr before the 25th day

(Continued from first page)
' At 7 p. m. the convention reconvenbusi-n- p
ed and attended to the regular
pro
then
and
convention
of the
ceeded to nominate a ticket of good,
conscientious and competent men to
run for county offices ;l men who are
well known; men who are competent
and have proven it. The names of
these candidates will be found with the
rpst of the ticket on the front page of
the Citizen. These are men of whom
there is no reason to be ashamed.
They are men who will win because
they are the choice of the, for one
time, real representatives of the peo-

of November, A. D. 191G, decree PF.0- '"OMFESSO and Judgment by Default therein will be rendered against
.'0U.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and the seal of said
Court at Clavton. New Mexico, this
18th day of September, A. D. 1916.
Juan. J. Duran, Clerk.
(Seal)
O.

P Easterweod, Esq.,
Atoxk.
Í lavtCA. X

Atorsrr far rialntiC.

out Calu
lime mother
met I know there's Cin( to be good
things to cat at our house. Delicious
tender, tempting, doughnuts, biscuits,
cakes and pies! I've never seen abake-da- y

failure with Calumet. Mother
only Baking Powder that
insures uniform results.
wvd Highttt AwanU,

says it's the

ple.
. They are not men who have been
duclared the nominees by a jimmycrat- ic "Nominating Committee" who got
its "instructions" from a king jimmy-ira- t.
but men who have, for one time,
been nominated by the unhampered
renresentatives of the people and for
that and many other reasons they are
going to be elected by an overwhelming majority. They are the candi- unmufflcd, unmuzzled
dü tes of the
voice of the people.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Giles return
ed last week from Mochester, Minnesota, where they had been consulting
the Mayo Bros., in regard to Mr.
Giles' health.
Hon. T. P. James of Des Moines,
owner of one of the finest ranches in
the state, was in the city the first of
th week.

rational
CW tnd liie can ltaVing
Mil you mcticy. Clumt def -- pr
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from hunters and hsherman, by applying to Mr. de Baca, CARE OF MCADMINISTRA T I O N,
DONALD'S
State- Capital, Sr.nta Fe. See the country at the State's expense! No pre-ioexperience necessary! Soft hours
and liberal expense account. Adv.
SPEAKING OF GAME WARDEN
DE BACA HE SPENT SIX DAYS AT
THE PALATIAL HOTEL UTAH IN
SALT LAKE CITY AND ALEXAN
DRIA IN LOS ANGELES, CAL.,
carrying on the arduous work of
his department. Following his investigation of the fish and game
at these splendid hostelries,- - it is understood Mr. de Baca reported that
while the Hotel Utah fish were superior in flavor to the Los Angeles
brand, the Hotel Alexandria excelled
and quail on toast.
in canvass-back- s
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Electric Boot & Shoe Shop
SOLE
JUST INSTALLED A NEW AND
STITCHER. I AM NOW PREPARED TO DO ANY .
KIND OF BOOT AND SHOE REPAIRING, AND DO IT
WORK , IS GUARANTEED.
ALL
IMMEDIATELY.
I am Located

Ollie B. Cox,

Clayt-.- n

Boot-Mak-

News Office

er

BIG NEW LINE

GOOD
GOVERNMENT,
GOOD
ROADS H. O. BURSUM, REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR.
AMERICA EFFICIENT, IN ASCHARLES E.
SOCIATION WITH

MEN'S BOOTS AND SHOES, RAIN
SUITS SHIUTS,

HUGHES, THE NEXT PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATE- SFRANK A. HUBBELL, REPUBLIFOR UNITED
CAN CANDIDATE
STATES SENATOR AND B. C. HERREPUBLICAN CANDI
NANDEZ,

COATS,

PANTS AND OVERCOATS

MACK1NAWS
UNDERWEAR, ETC. PRICES THE LOWEST

SWEATERS, CAPS,

DATE FOR CONGRESSMAN.
The Santa Fe New Mexican is viv
idly protraying the trying role of "Al
ibi Ike" in the Democrats' campaign
comedy, featuring W. C. McDonald in

;,4

Pirst Doer Sjuth cf the

CLAYTON CASH STORE
J.

C. CALDWELL, Manager

marvelous feats of political banking,
E. C. de Baca, Andy A. Jones, the human swordfish and that komical kuss,
GILBERTO

MIRABAL.

CANDIDATE FOR SECRETARY OF STATE

Gilberto Mirabal, candidate for Secwas born in San Rafael, Valencia County, on the 6th day
of March 1885. Like many others of
the native sons of New Mexico he received his academic education in St.
Michael's College, Santa Fe, N. M.,
from which well known institution he
graduated in 1903. Thereafter for
two years he attended trje New Mexico
Military Institute at Roswell, N. M.,
took a year's course in business college in Denver and had two year's actual experience in business in Santa
P.ita, Grant County, with the Santa
Eita Mining Company, where he remained until the fall of 1907 when he
took a year's course in the University
of New Mexico, at Albuquerque, N.

retary of State

Mr. Mirabal began his public ca

THE NEW YORK WORLD'S

OPIN-

ION IN 1903 AND NOW

Probably the most ardent supporter
Woodrow Wilson and the most bit-to- r
opponent of Hughes is the New
York World, the leader of the Democratic press. In view of its present
criticism of Mr. Hughes, for purely
partisan reasons, every American voter, of whatever party, should read
that paper's estimate of Hughes and
his work in the past. The following
are excerpts from the columns of that
paper during the period of its ownership and control by the late Mr. Pulitzer, who requested in his will that
Mr. Hughes serve as a trustee of his
estate, a position which Mr. Hughes

of

reer as an assistant to the Assessor
of Valencia county in 1908, where he
made the new bookkeeping system in
that county, which is now regarded
as one of the best in the state. In
1909 he entered the employ of the
State Land Office and has been rapidly
advancing until he is at present at the
head of the Accounting Department,
a position which he has held with
credit to himself and to the Depart
ment. He is interested with his broth
er, Hon. Silvester Mirabal, in the
sheep business in Valencia county. He
was married in November 1913 to Miss
Cecilia Ortego of Concha, Arizona,
Mr. Mirabal is a man of exemplary
habits and has shown exceptional abil
ity in the secretarial positions which
he has held.

Gillie Otero.

The New Mexican

is

perspiring freely at the task. No
wonder. It has been trying vainly to
alibi McDonald for the Las Cruces
bank failure, to alibi E. C. de Baca
and to prove that A.
as a
A. Jones is a real friend of the people
vote-gett-

CASH

er

of New Mexico.

has

w. c. McDonald

been

GOVERNOR TO THE PEOPLE OF
NEW MEXICO OR TO HIS ENGLISH CATTLE SYNDICATE? ASK
THE SMALL CATTLE RANCHERS
AND FARMERS OF LINCOLN
COUNTY? THEY KNOW.
When ha toa!: office Covernor McDonald said he would give the people
of the state a "clean business administration." Yes, ti e people were
"cleaned" (SEE PUBLIC. RECORD
BANK
ON THE LAS CRUCES
ATFAILURE) AND McDONALD
TENDED TO THE BUSINESS FOR
HIS CATTLE COMPANY.
"When a Feller Needs a Friend:"
Eziquiel C. de Baca when W. C. Mc
Donald described him as a man who
would be "the same kind of a governor I have been." True enough, but
why didn't you soak him at that, Zekc.
Bronson
Those droll literateurs,
Cutting and Gillie Otero, say that the
Las Cruces Bank smash didn't amount
to so very much Governor McDon
ald just let it happen once during his
administration Yes, yes, trivial mat- ter. Just a little wheeze McDonald
put up on C00 men, women and children who had their savings in the First
State Bank. The people of the Mesilla Valley don't seem able to take a
joke. Some folks get peeved at every

Eggs, 26c. Fresh Butter
Highest Market Price

Azar Merc. Co.

Hughes is not free to make the race,
but neither his refusal nor the brevi
ty of the time remaining alters by one
The Mayor
iota the basic fact.
of New York ought to be of the
Hughes type. He would let light into
all the dark and secret and festering
places of loot and plunder. He would
drive grafters and parasites from the
City Hall. He would destroy the ale
cor
liance between the
porations and the City government.
There would be no McAdoos; there
would be a beter police Department
and better protection to homes. New
York needs such a Mayor.'
"October 11, 1905 'He still Hughes
to the line, let the chips fall where
little thing.
they may.'
public-servic-

Booked Solid Till January, at the
State Capitol: The Antonio Lucero
CAMPAIGN COMMENT
g
Family in their amazing
Quotation from the New York World
act. These artists draw several
"September 18, 1905 'Hughes AdFall fiction. The repoits of the
mirable Work.' 'His admirable work
and "great crowds" which salaries at one time, After January
as Counsel for the Gas Investigating are alleged to greet the Democratic 1 "at liberty."
Committee justified the people in ac- candidates wherever they go.
cepting from him equally meritorious
The Democrats in Santa Fe put out
SCHOOL NOTES
service as Counsel for the Insurance handbills advertising a rally at which
Investigating Committee. The pub Congressman Rufus Hardy was to
lie has not been disappointed in Mr. speak without saying a word about his
Mrs. L. W. Kingdom visited the
Hughes. He has justified every ex being a Democrat or that the meeting
pectation ' The World doubts if any was under Democratic auspices. They Eighth Grade and the High School
legislative investigation in the history were afraid if they did, no one would Friday afternoon.
Mary Hite has enrolled in the
of the State was ever conducted with come to the meeting. With the state
more ability or more acutely or more ticket and chances they've got, it is no Eighth Grade.
The typewriting tables which are
rationally. It is evident that Mr. wonder the Democrats don't want to
Hughes is going to the very bottom reveal their party identity. Might being made in the manual training
of insurance corruption, and that help still more if the Democratic can classes are all ready to be varnished.
Mr. M. R. Yarkin, from Les Vegas
when he has finished, the policy hold- didates wore masks while on the
who is representing Ginn and Co.
ers and the people will know for the stump.
first time how these great corpora- II. O. Bursum, Republican candidate visited the school Monday.
Last Friday after school the Olymlions are managed.
for governor, and his party spoke to
"October 8, 1 9 0 5 'Charles E an audience of 400 voters at Wagon pian Literary Society gave the
a hay ride and supper out on
Hughes.' 'His nomination for Mayor, Mound the other night and the apfirst suggested by the World, reflects plause which punctuated Bursum's the Perico, about four miles fiom
credit upon the Republican City cam- enunciation of Republican plans and town. The hayracks started from the
paign.. The extraordinary service Mr. and principles left no doubt of the school house at four o'clock and returned at eight o'clock. Mr. and Mrs.
Hughes has rendered to the cause of success of the meeting.
truth and justice in awakenin; the "Deserving Democrats:" Governor Chamberlain, Miss Marie Chamberlain
norial sense of the nation agn'hf.l McDonald's English cattle company, Miss Hutchings, Miss Slater and Mr.
crimes of cupidity and of trust be- Game Warden T. C. de Baeit's father Howell chaperoned the party.
The Delphian Literary Society will
T. R. H. Smith, president of
trayed, must make a far search for
oposi-tio- n
a parallel. He represents
the looted First State Bank of Las give the following program, Friday,
to the corruption of bo.ssi.sm: of Cruces: Secretary of State Antonio October 20th:
n
enmity to
rule in financial Lucero's family.
Song
Society
and commercial affairs; and of im-- ,
Persons able to prove relationship, Piano solo,
Fay Smartt
placable hostility to financial crimes. remote or otherwise, with T. C. de
Welcome address
Lois Pattoh
. In the interest of public and general "ara may secure lucrative jobs as
Reading
Caldwell
Leah
welfare the World hopes that Mr. "special deputies" in de Baca's State
Huc-heCamp
will áeeeot.'
Solo
Vocal
Lillian
Jones
Fish and
Denartment. an in.
Story
Everett Parsons,
Man J;i;e stitution with a I1,000 emlj..;-.iea"uctooermi, ivv.t-- -

The Bosses' Orders
are sure to include the inper-ativ- e
injunction to use the
best Lumber on the Job. We '
keep no other kind. All the
Lumber we handle for outdoor or indoor work is war-- ,
ranted by us to be froee from
warpings and imperfections
and to be thoroughly dried.
Our Trim and mouldings are .
also guaranteed. And though
the qualities are the ebst our
prices are always moderate.

declined:

salary-drawin-

Tom Gray Lumber Co.

THE PALACE BAR
JOHN CORICH & SON
We have secured

Del-phia-

We invite the public to sample this

t

I

which touches the spot

fine old liquor.

We guarantee

it. One drink will convince you.

OID LEWIS HUNTER
SIX YEAR OLD BOURBON

WE MAKE

one-ma-

s

special Whiskey

I

A

SPECIALTY OF BOTTLED

GOODS.
VAL BLATZ BEER ON DRAUGHT

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN

"WHY
Trinidad Cabeza De Baca Is the
Game Warden of New Mexico
By Appointment of
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GOVERNOR

W!

THAT' MAN

I
.

ÍdONA

SOME!

GOVERNOR

(TíTÍT

i

.V W-w-

;

HE IS A NEAR KINSMAN OF EZEQUIEL CABEZA DE
BACA, THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR
GOVERNOR OF NEW MEXICO.
MCDONALD'S GAME WARDEN TOOK OFFICE JUNE 10, 1912. SINCE THAT TIME HE HAS SPENT

GOVERNOR

$43,514.72 of Public Funds
of Which Only $2,261.02
HAS BEEN SPENT FOR THE PURCHASE AND DISTRIBU
TION OF FISH, GAME AND BIRDS.

j

The Balance, $41.253.70
Has been spent by De Baca for salaries of himself and deputies,
for his relatives as "Special Deputies," for traveling and offio
expense, for purchase of automobiles and gasoline.
DURING THE FIRST 9 IIONTHS OF 1916 WARDEN
BACA HAS SPENT $11,056.67

l--Jják

"If E. C. de Baca Is Elected He Will Make the Same Kind of
a Governor I Have Been. W. C. McDonald.

D15
NOT

AN

EIGHT-HOU-

R

LAW.
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Legislation Does
Recent Hold-UNot Shorten Workday
Minute.
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Only $203 87 Has Been Spent for
Stocking Our Fields, Forests

A

and Streams

tin

It Is not
law lit nil. It iloes

mntter f fnet.

elclit-lioii- r

The Republican County Ticket

not vurtull the traiiiineu's work-ilnby a ulnle inlmite.- - If nn
ent;liU'er luis lnen rerelvlns $"
for working ten liourn n ilay. tills
);
Inw will raise his fmy to
lint It will not shorten his workday even the tenth mrt of n
This Is no more like the
principle than
true elj;ht-him- r
chnlk Is like eheese.
Th reason why people cull
luw Is bethis an elüht-hou- r
cause It snys that In the case
of railroad trainmen they shall
get their day' pay for the first
eight hours' work, and all the
rest is to be considered overtime.
Do not tell me that this strike
could not have been called off or
postpoaeil If President Wilson
had shown that he meant business. I do not for one minute
believe (hat those four brotherhood lenders started llie blaze
oían without knowing bow to
nl- put It out. Due of tin
niittfd that be could pal it out
so fur as his own brotherhood
was concerned, but that his followers would think that he had
Hone back on them If lie were
of
to do
A. I. Uanlner.
y

IN THIS SAME PERIOD (FIRST 9 MONTHS OF 1916)
GAME WARDEN DE BACA HAS PAID TO HIS FATHER-IN-LAMANUEL SOSAYA, $897.00 IN SALARY AND EXPENSES, AS a "SPECIAL DEPUTY."

sec-wi-

Compare the Record of Governor
McDonald's Game Warden With
That of the Game Warden Who
Immediately Preceded Him!
THOMAS P. GAHLE AS GAME WARDEN SPENT IN 1911,
January 1, '11, to January 1, '12:
.2,820.20
For fish distribution
389.70
For bird distribution
1,4 00.75
For game distribution
.HG10.G.r

Nov. 7th.

.fti.'-T-

The snortsmen of New Mexico. thoRf who fish and
hunt, maintain the Game Warden's office largely
thronpli payment of licenses. All our people are
interested in the propagation of fish, game and
birds. All our people are interested in the
proper, efficient and economical expenditure of
the public money.

Total

VOTE FOR

Pi

Gable spent more money for fish alone in the last year of
his wardenship THAN DE'HAOA MAS SPENT VOW FISH,
GAME, AND HIRDS IN THE WHOLE PEUIO!) UK THE MCDONALD ADMINISTRATION.
GAHLE 'S TOTAL EXPENSE, for salaries, traveling expense, and all other costs of tho office, exclusive of the money
invested in fish, game and birds, for the year 1!J11, was

You will have a good, clean, honest
and efficient management of County
.....business.....
You would'nt think of hiring an irxempe- tent Clerk in your store, or a Manager
who knew nothing about your business.

WHY?
have incompetency in the trust important
of all your County Affairs? ???????

A JOB FOR EVERY "DESERVING DEMOCRAT"

$3,010.47.

MeDONALD'S GAME WARDEN
HAS PAID TO'DEPUTIESIN SALARIES ONLY
IN THE FIRST !) .MONTH OF l'Hfi. . . .$ 3.K07.00
1 K"iS.12
Deputies' er.prnse nceouuts
1.4!li.i4
De liacas salary
T)E HA( A "S EXPENSE A('( '( )UNT .... 2:11.50
OKKK'E KXl'EXSK (Exclusive uf sala
ries) '
GOVERNOR

2Ü7.00

PoHtnge
RPKXT liV 1E HACA,
FIRST 0 MONTHS OK lfllG ON
SALARIES AND DEPUTIES

TOTAL

1

1,055.57
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THESE STATEMENTS ARB FP.0M THE OFFICIAL PUB.
LIO RECORDS OF TEE STATE AUDITOR.
Governor McDonald knew when lie selected Do. Haca from
tlie list of applicants for this position that his choice was an
incompetent titan.
Governor McDonald has known throughout the manner of
conduct of the panic warden's .!'!ice under De Haca, lie lias
heard the protests of the sportsmen and the murmurs of the
people against deliberate waste of public money.

Arc! Governor McDonald Has Done Nothing
G

ve.iior McDonald has said publicly on the platform, in

tliis cnnipaijM

:

will make the
K. 0. De Baca is elected h
made."
I
have
governor
a
of
kind
ime
T IS REASON AHLK TO SUPPOSE THAT E. C. d Bc
will follow the example set him ly McDonald and keep h
job.
I!.. .:.n, T it.idud C. de Haca, in liis presenr

"If

1

--

easy-mone-

y
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Do YOU Want TWO Years More of THIS Kind of

"Bu incsc Administration

:

1'

'

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
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ohnson Mercantile Co.

tto- FASHION

BEST

Low Price Maker

EVERYTHING TO EAT AND WEAR

Quality Store

THE

DESIGNERS OF

THE

WE

HAVE SELECTED OUR
GREATEST

WORLD,

HAVE WORKED WITH US IN

PRO-

THE

DUCING

EXCLUSIVENESS IN WOMEN'S

FINE

PLEASURE

FOOTWEAR

::

Fit

::

::

::

Right

Right Fabrics

t.

ALL

OF

AND COMFORT

IN

MIND FIRST

::

::

::

YOUR

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

JW I1

Style-R- ight

WITH

AND

CARE

::

STYLES WITH

We take pleasure in announcing the arriv-

Right Serviceability;

al of our fall line of Kirschbaum Suits and
Overcoats. Every single garment bearing

that is what you secure in

the Kirschbaum label is tailored from
pure wool fabrics, every piece of which

V''

KIRSCHBAUM

is

Ji

)

cotton adulterationl)efore it can pass the

ík A

CLOTHES

submitted to rigid tests for the slightest

Kirschbaum cutting tables. This uncompromising insistence on all wool explains

these qualities of lustrous color,

at

shapely-f-

it

and rich appearance so characteristic

$15 $18 $20 and $25

N

Ladies Ready

-to-

é

of Kirschbaum Clothes.

m.ifíi

Ladies Fall Hats

-Wear

We are carrying a larger and more complete stork of Ladies
Ready-to-We-

this Fall than ever

before.

.

Ladies

PRICE

ONE-HAL- F

and

Misses suits in Serge, Broad Cloth, Wool Poplin, Gabardine
and Wool Velour. Colors: Brown, Wisteria, Green, Navy
$12.50 to $30.00
Blue and Black,

WHAT WE HAVE LEFT IN PATTERN AND TAILOR-

Coats in Plush, Wool Velour, Plaid, Checks and Mixed Mater$8.50 to $27.50
ials in novelty and conservative styles
line
Dresses
in Silk and
Beautiful
of street and afternoon
Serge in best colors
$12.50 to $22.50
Handsome line of Skirts an dShirt Waists in best Styles, Colors and Materials. Will be pleased to have you look over
ur stock at any time
::
::
::
::

ED HATS TO GO AT ONLY
FALL
Copyright lyii

STYLES,

WHICH

ALL NEW

HALF-PRIC-

VEili:

BOUGHT

IN

NEW

YOrM CITY, AND THEY ARE OF THE VERY LATEST
::

::

::

STYLES AND PATTERNS

LOOK AT YOUR GROCERY BILL

HUNTING SEASON

FOR THE PAST MONTH
Mercantile store, and see how much you
This store is filled to overflowing with the
very best grades and brands of Table Foods cf all kinds. .Bought right, and
fairly bristling with the most attractive prices possible, to the J Mercantile
Company system of small profits and quick
n
And then come to the
by
trading
save
can
with them.
Otto-Johnso-

WILL SOON BE HERE
We wish to call the attention of the trade to the fact .

O--

turn-over-

that we are carrying a full line of Guns and Ammunition.

s.

SWIFTS PREMIUM HAM SPECIAL

.1

TEN TO TWELVE POUNDS EA'CH

Give us a chance to show you, if there is anything you need

22c

Grapes and Pears

that is usually carried in a first class hardware store we
.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A CAR LOAD OF CONCORD GRAPES AND
PEARS
20 Pound BASKETS OF CONCORD GRAPES
$1.23
1 BUSHEL BASKET PEARS
$2.00

have it. Our prices are right and we invite you to make pur.
store your headquarters when in town.

Special in Fruit Jars

.....

PINTS, PER DOZEN
PER DOZEN
JELLY GLASSES, PER DOZEN
2
GALLON, PEit DOZEN
23 POUND BAGS PURE CANE SUGAR

WINTER DAYS HAVE COME
Lets make them warm and pleasant by buying a National
A'

Heater. They are built by the Excelsor Stove Co., of
Illinois, and are built for service.

Quincy--

Prices are right. We also

can y a full line of Cook Stoves and Range that we
some attractive prices on.

,

.

73c"

QUARTS,

:

85

35c
$1.00
$2.00

"Now is the. time for you to put up your Jams, Jellies and Preserves. This
v. ill be the cheapest fruit for canning in Clayton this year.
We are looking for this fall crop of new Honey everyday. Packed in 1 Pint
Jars, 1 Qunrt Jars, 2 Gallon Jars, GO lb. Cans. Look for price upon arrival.

" Special

have1'
3
3

POUND CAN BLACK BERRIES
POUND. CAN PEACHES, rr-r- ;.

,

.

12

.

.......12
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